
Best Quality. Best Value

ITEM CODE
WEIGHT WIDTH TENSILE (DIN53354) TEAR (DIN53363)
(Gr/SQ.M) (M) Warp/Weft (Kgf/2”) Warp/Weft (Kgf)

UniTarp 6301 630 2.50 230/200 25/20

UniTarp 6802 680 2.05 220/200 25/20

UniTarp 6501 650 2.50 250/230 30/25

UniTarp 6801 680 2.50 300/270 35/30

UniTarp 6502 650 2.50 320/280 60/55

UniTarp 9001 900 3.00 400/380 55/50

UniTarp 3501 350 1.55 230/210 27/25

UniTarp 4701 470 1.55 210/180 25/20

UniTarp 6001 600 1.55 210/180 35/20

UniTarp 4401 440 1.55 200/170 25/20

UniTarp 6101 610 1.55 220/230 40/30

UniTarp 6102 610 1.55 220/210 30/40

UniTarp 7501 750 1.55 290/270 45/40

UniTarp 1101 1100 2.05 350/330 50/45

Standard Item List

Available Options

We believe this information is the best currently available on the subject. However, the technical data given above are empiri-

cal values from current production. We offer it as a suggestion in any appropriate experimentation you may care to under-

take. It is subject to revision as additional knowledge and experience are gained. We make no guarantee of the results and

assume no obligation or liability whatsoever in connection with this information. In case of con?ict between standard and

metric speci?cations, standard shall apply.
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We cover everything

Best Quality. Best Value

We cover everything



Best Quality. Best Value

UniTarp is PVC fabric with 100% sol-coated for truck cover,

side curtain, trailer, and general covers, which has a lot

stronger physical strengths such as tear strength and adhe-

sion strength, compared to the laminated fabrics under the

same standard condition.

High value & excellent performing UniTarp is the most ap-

propriate and durable choice for your vehicle and the vari-

ous availability of UniTarp gives you more options for your

application.

Experience UniTarp

We cover everything



How?

As we are supplied with high quality resins and other chemical substances by our

group af ?liated companies, the quality of our PVC sol mixture is excellent and cost

effective. And our 35 year-of-experience in PVC tarpaulin business enables us to

operate our system more effciently and improve the quality by our own skills. And

these enable us to offer you the most competitive price with the best quality.

Competitive price

Customization

100% Sol-coated product for

superior physical strengths

Are you seeking for stronger physical strengths in tarpaulins? We can
provide you strong and better physical propety in PVC tarpaulin

Quality

BENEFITS OF UNITARP

Best Quality. Best Value

We offer you the most competitive price with the best quality.

Optional treatments such as Flame retardant, Anti-Mildew, Anti-cold
crack, lacquering and various colors and widths are available in UniTarp.
We can customize all items upon our customers’ requests.

How?

UniTarp is produced by 100% sol-coating method which is obviously different from

laminated tarpaulins. The PVC sol is spread on both sides of the base fabric(low

shrinkage & high tenacity) and strongly combined with the fabric through the cut-

ting-edge coating line during the manufacturing process. It provides a lot stronger

physical strengths such as tear and adhesion strength, compared to the laminated

fabrics under the same standard condition.

Experience UniTarp, you will be more satisfied.

We cover everything



Available Options :

Color Index
Here is our standard color list for UniTarp which is the most common colors fre-

quently asked by our customers. Besides from the standard colors, any color can

be customized upon your request.

Best Quality. Best Value

Application
General Covers

ÜItem_ UniTarp 3501, UniTarp 4401,

UniTarp 4701, UniTarp 6001

Truck Covers

ÜItem_ UniTarp 6301, UniTarp 6501

UniTarp 6801

Side Curtains

ÜItem_ UniTarp 9001, Panama

Various Usage Other applications

ÜItem_ UniTarp 6502

0004 9014 9028 5004 3515 2004 8001 6505 9507 8527

3001 3003 3024 6001 6004 6031 6045 6071 8501 8504

1001 1008 1013 1035 00028550 4003 4005 4025 4045

* Catalog printing has limitations.

Actual colors may vary.

We cover everything


